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INTEREST OF THE AMICI

The American Immigration Council, Center for Human Rights and

Constitutional Law, Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights of the San Fran-

cisco Bay Area, and National Immigration Project of the National Lawyers

Guild advocate for the rights of noncitizens and have extensive experience

with the issues presented here. Fuller descriptions of the amici and their

interests are presented in the motion accompanying this brief.1

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

This case presents a recurring question of tremendous practical

importance to asylum-seekers throughout the circuit: whether uncorro-

borated, anonymous hearsay evidence can form the sole basis for denying

asylum to an otherwise eligible noncitizen. In an opinion that brushed

aside the very serious statutory and constitutional rights at stake here

(along with several prior decisions of this Court and the authoritative

holdings of five other circuits), the panel majority concluded that it could.

That decision has distorted the Nation’s immigration laws and is upsetting

their uniform administration. En banc review is therefore imperative.

1. Congress has enacted a number of procedural requirements to

ensure that removal proceedings are fundamentally fair. Two are relevant

1 Amici have moved for leave to file this brief. No party’s counsel
authored this brief in whole or in part. No party, party’s counsel, or other
person contributed money for the preparation or submission of this brief.
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here. First, reversal of an IJ’s findings of fact is required when “any

reasonable adjudicator would be compelled to” reject them. 8 U.S.C. §1252-

(b)(4)(B). That means that an IJ’s findings must be supported by “substan-

tial evidence.” Guo v. Ashcroft, 361 F.3d 1194, 1199 (9th Cir. 2004). One

example of material that “does not constitute substantial evidence” is

“[m]ere uncorroborated hearsay” lacking “rational probative force.” Rich-

ardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389, 407 (1971).

Second, an “alien shall have a reasonable opportunity to examine the

evidence against [him]” and “to cross-examine witnesses presented by the

Government.” 8 U.S.C. §1229a(b)(4)(B). The government must “make a

reasonable effort” to produce adverse witnesses; that burden “is not

satisfied where” the government “ma[kes] no efforts at all to produce” a

witness or “effectively shifts the burden of producing its witness onto the

alien.” Saidane v. INS, 129 F.3d 1063, 1065 (9th Cir. 1997).

2. To rebut the claims of asylum applicants, the government often

seeks the assistance of U.S. consulates abroad to investigate factual

claims. See 8 U.S.C. §1202(f); 9 FAM 40.4 N2(2). Consular reports sub-

mitted in response to such requests ordinarily must be supported by the

sworn, written statements of those who participated in the investigation. 9

FAM 40.4 N10.3. An internal directive prepared by the then-INS general

counsel, Bo Cooper, dictates that consular investigation reports also “must
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contain” certain basic details, including: “the name and title of the

investigator”; a statement concerning “the competency of the investigator,”

including “education” and “years of experience in the field”; “the name(s)

and title(s) of the people spoken to in the course of the investigation”; “the

circumstances, content and results of each relevant conversation or

search[]”; and the “methods used to verify” information obtained in any

interviews. A6-7. “[A] short statement that an investigator has determined

an application to be fraudulent,” without more, is insufficient. A6.

International norms reflect similar standards. The UNHCR, for

example, generally condemns the use of “anonymous evidence” in asylum

proceedings and prescribes the disclosure of similar details in investiga-

tive reports. See http://tinyurl.com/Angov1 (¶¶ 32-34, 37).

3. Petitioner Nikolay Angov is a Bulgarian gypsy who claims to have

been harassed, arrested, and beaten by Bulgarian police officers because of

his ethnicity. After the beatings left him barely able to walk, Angov fled

his home, turned himself into United States border authorities, and

requested asylum. CAR71-74. He passed a credible fear interview

(CAR92), was placed into Section 240 removal proceedings (CAR65), and

was paroled into the country pending determination of his eligibility for

asylum (CAR75).
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After Angov offered as evidence of his persecution two subpoenas

summoning him to a Bulgarian police precinct, ICE asked the State

Department to investigate Angov’s case. CAR66. A State Department

official in Washington D.C., Cynthia Bunton, responded with a three-

paragraph letter. A8-9. The letter relayed the unsworn, double-hearsay

conclusions of anonymous, foreign witnesses that: (1) Angov’s documents

were forged, (2) the police officers whom Angov identified as his tormen-

ters never worked at the police station, and (3) the address where Angov

claims to have lived did not exist.

Angov objected to the Bunton letter on both statutory and constitu-

tional grounds. See CAR312-357. He requested production of the docu-

ments obtained in the course of the investigation, the names of the wit-

nesses interviewed, the identities of the investigators, and an opportunity

to cross-examine Bunton by telephone. CAR319-321, 332-334, 456.

In response, the government submitted another letter from Bunton’s

successor, Nadia Tongour, stating that the government was “unable to

meet [Angov’s] request” because it “generally does not provide additional

information or follow-up inquiries” to “immigration judges regarding the

results of an investigation.” A10-11.

4. An immigration judge denied Angov asylum. Although the IJ

recognized that, “in the absence of [the Bunton] report, [Angov] is other-
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wise credible” (CAR308), he concluded—based exclusively on the Bunton

letter—that “the subpoenas submitted by [Angov] are fraudulent” and that

Angov accordingly “is not credible” (CAR82-83). In rejecting Angov’s cross-

examination argument, the IJ reasoned that because it was not “the usual

practice” for the State Department to produce witnesses for cross-examina-

tion, the witness was simply “unavailable.” CAR83.

The Board of Immigration Appeals affirmed, adopting the IJ’s opin-

ion as its own. CAR2.

A divided panel of this Court denied Angov’s petition for review. The

majority “quickly dispatched” Angov’s statutory arguments, observing

simply that Angov “was allowed to examine the Bunton Letter” and that

“[t]he government here did make a reasonable effort,” as required by

Section 1229a(b)(4)(B), to make Bunton available, “but was prevented

from doing so by State’s policy of not” producing such witnesses. Slip op. 8-

9. Concerning Angov’s constitutional argument, the majority concluded

that Angov has no due process rights (slip op. 18-21) and that, even if he

did, they were not violated here (slip op. 22-29). The majority labeled

“absurd” the contrary decisions of five other courts of appeals. Slip op. 14.

Judge Thomas dissented. “[W]hether we cast the issue as one of due

process or of substantial evidence,” he explained, “the Bunton letter falls
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far short of satisfying the standards of reliability established by our sister

circuits and the agency should not have relied upon it.” Slip op. 45.

ARGUMENT

The majority opinion is wrong in every relevant respect. Documents

like the Bunton letter do not constitute substantial evidence. The

government may not nullify a statutory cross-examination right by

adopting a blanket policy not to produce witnesses. And individuals like

Angov do have a constitutional right to test hearsay evidence like the

Bunton letter.

In reaching its contrary conclusions, the panel went out of its way to

decide a difficult question of constitutional law that—in light of the

independent statutory grounds for disposing of this appeal—it did not

need to reach. En banc review is imperative to bring this Court’s

precedents in line with every other court of appeals to consider these

questions.

I. ANGOV’S STATUTORY RIGHTS WERE VIOLATED

A. Uncorroborated double-hearsay reports like the Bunton
letter are not substantial evidence

1. In “quickly dispatch[ing]” Angov’s statutory arguments (slip op. 8-

9), the majority disregarded Angov’s argument that the Bunton letter is

not sufficiently reliable to satisfy 8 U.S.C. §1252(b)(4)(B). That omission is

striking, because it is settled that “[m]ere uncorroborated hearsay” like the
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Bunton letter very often “does not constitute substantial evidence.’”

Perales, 402 U.S. at 407.

To be sure, there is no “per se rule that holds that hearsay can never

be substantial evidence”; the question, instead, is whether the evidence

bears sufficient “indicia of reliability.” Calhoun v. Bailar, 626 F.2d 145,

149 (9th Cir. 1980). While there is “no bright line test” concerning relia-

bility, the Supreme Court has “isolate[d] a number of factors that may be

helpful” to the analysis. Id. Among theme are:

 whether the hearsay declarant is an “independent” and impartial

“adjudicator” or instead a partisan “advocate or adversary”;

 whether the document is based on “personal consultation and per-

sonal examination”;

 whether the document reflects the result of a “typical,” “routine,” or

“standard” investigation, revealing “a patient and careful endeavor

by the state agency and the examiner to ascertain the truth”;

 whether past practice demonstrates “traditional and ready accep-

tance” of such hearsay documents in administrative proceedings; and

 whether the “administrative burden” of excluding hearsay and

requiring cross-examination “would be a substantial drain” on

limited resources.

Perales, 402 U.S. at 402-406. The Bunton letter falls short with respect to

each of these factors.

First, the witnesses interviewed as part of the consular investiga-

tion—foreign police officials accused of ethnic bias by Angov himself—are
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a far cry from the impartial physicians whose statements were relied upon

in Perales. There certainly is no objective basis for believing that the

declarants whose statements are relayed in the Bunton letter are

impartial.

Second, Bunton had no personal role in the investigation.

Third, the Bunton letter assuredly is not a standard report reflecting

a careful investigation. As we have noted, State Department policy

requires that, when information is gathered “for use in petition cases and

other proceedings,” oral statements “must, whenever possible, be reduced

to writing and sworn to before a consular officer.” 9 FAM 40.4 N10.3. That

was not done here. Moreover, none of the details required by the Cooper

memo is present: There is no indication of “the name and title of the

investigator” or that person’s qualifications, the identities “of the people

spoken to in the course of the investigation,” or “the circumstances,

content and results of each relevant conversation or search[].” A6-7. Thus,

as in other cases involving similar deficient reports, “[t]he Bunton letter

does not meet even the minimum standards prescribed by DHS.” Anim v.

Mukasey, 535 F.3d 243, 258 (4th Cir. 2008).

Fourth, the other courts of appeals uniformly have rejected uncorro-

borated, anonymous, double-hearsay reports like the Bunton letter as

“glaringly deficient” (Banat v. Holder, 557 F.3d 886, 893 (8th Cir. 2009)),
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“markedly insufficient” (Anim, 535 F.3d at 257), “insufficiently detailed”

(Lin v. Dep’t of Justice, 459 F.3d 255, 270 (2d Cir. 2006)), not meeting basic

“standards of trustworthiness” (Alexandrov v. Gonzales, 442 F.3d 395, 405

(6th Cir. 2006)), and “troubling” and “untrustworthy” (Ezeagwuna v.

Ashcroft, 325 F.3d 396, 406-408 (3d Cir. 2003)).

Finally, the administrative burden of furnishing the information

that Angov requested, and of providing an opportunity for telephonic

cross-examination, hardly would be “crippl[ing]” (slip op. 27). After all, the

government’s own procedures already direct investigators to provide the

requested information in detailed reports, supported by sworn statements.

Not only do those procedures reflect what the government itself judges to

be reasonably manageable—a judgment entitled to some deference—but

“an executive agency must be rigorously held” to its own “defined proce-

dure[s]” (Clemente v. United States, 766 F.2d 1358, 1365 n.10 (9th Cir.

1985)), especially “[w]here the rights of individuals are affected” (Morton v.

Ruiz, 415 U.S. 199, 235 (1974)). Adding a simple telephonic interview to

the kind of detailed report that the government already prescribes for

itself is not unreasonably burdensome.

The Second Circuit agrees. Using the Cooper memo “as a guide,” that

court has held that requiring the government to prepare more detailed

reports is not “unduly burdensome,” and that reports like the Bunton
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letter are “highly unreliable and therefore insufficient to satisfy the

substantial evidence requirement.” Lin, 459 F.3d at 269-272.

2. In response to all this, the majority reasoned that government

reports like the Bunton letter are presumptively reliable because they “are

clothed with a presumption of regularity” (slip op. 26) and that, in any

event, “[r]equiring the Department of State to disclose more details will

[not] materially enhance the reliability of the resulting report” (slip op.

30). That is doubly incorrect.

The regularity doctrine is not a “rule of evidence,” but the “general

working principle” that official acts of public officers are presumed legiti-

mate, and not “negligent[]” or “improper[].” Nat’l Archives & Records

Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 174 (2004). The question here is not

whether Bunton “properly discharged [her] official duties.” Brown v. Plata,

131 S. Ct. 1910, 1965 (2011). It is, instead, whether the anonymous,

double-hearsay declarations contained in her letter are reliable as an

evidentiary matter. That is a different issue altogether.

And there is good reason to think that the Bunton letter is not

reliable, even aside from Perales. There is no dispute, for example, that the

anonymous investigator spoke with officials from the same police precinct

accused of persecuting Angov. It goes without saying that such officials

“‘have powerful incentives to be less than candid’” (Amin, 535 F.3d at 257
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(quoting Lin, 459 F.3d at 269-270)), and that relying on their statements

therefore is “particularly dangerous” (Alexandrov, 442 F.3d at 405 n.7).

Without further details, the IJ could only speculate concerning the

reliability of the investigation. There was no way to know, for example,

whether the unidentified police official (“Ludmilla Bogdanovich,” in the

majority’s imagining (slip op. 30)) was newly hired and unlikely to know

former officers, had been accused of perjury, or had committed hate crimes

against Roma Bulgarians. See slip op. 32. There also was no way to know

“whether the ‘investigator’ was experienced or had any particular training

in conducting such investigations” (Banat, 557 F.3d at 893), “whether (or

how) the investigator attempted to verify [his] conclusions” (Anim, 535

F.3d at 258), and whether Bunton had any personal basis for “judg[ing]

the credibility of the investigator” (Ezeagwuna, 325 F.3d at 406). Angov’s

counsel could have investigated these matters—but only with the “jots and

tittles” (slip op. 28) that the majority puzzlingly dismissed as unhelpful.

Of course, an investigation might have revealed that the Bunton

letter is accurate and trustworthy. But either way, with no more than

anonymous double-hearsay—contained in a terse letter, prepared for

litigation, by an adverse party, in a manner inconsistent with government

policies—the reliability of the letter was a matter of pure speculation. And

“speculation can never replace substantial evidence as the basis for an
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adverse credibility finding.” Guo, 361 F.3d at 1199. The panel decision

failed to grapple with these challenges and should be reviewed en banc.

B. Angov’s statutory cross-examination right was violated

The statutory violation here is compounded by the panel’s failure to

enforce Angov’s right under 8 U.S.C. §1229a(b)(4)(B) to cross-examine

Bunton. Again, the government has “the burden of producing its

witnesses” for cross-examination under Section 1229a(b)(4)(B), and it must

make “a good faith effort” to produce them. Saidane, 129 F.3d at 1066.

Here, however, the government made no effort at all to produce Bunton.

Instead, in response to Angov’s request, it submitted the Tongour letter

(A10-11), which declared with commendable candor that the State Depart-

ment simply does not make officers who conduct overseas investigations

(or even those who merely write up the results of such investigations)

available for cross-examination. In the majority’s view (slip op. 9), that

position is “entirely reasonable.”

In fact, that position is manifestly insupportable. The government

does not meet its obligation to make witnesses reasonably available by

adopting a blanket policy that anyone involved in a consular investigation

overseas is categorically unavailable. The statutory confrontation right

“cannot be fulfilled ... if the government’s choice whether to produce a
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witness or to use a hearsay statement is wholly unfettered.” Baliza v. INS,

709 F.2d 1231, 1234 (9th Cir. 1983). Yet, apart from the Tongour letter,

the government has offered no explanation why Bunton could not have

answered a telephone call. Instead, the panel majority deferred to the

government’s “wholly unfettered” choice concerning whether to produce

Bunton.

The panel’s approach is particularly troublesome because Angov

requested a subpoena for document production (CAR456) and cross-exami-

nation of Bunton (CAR285-286, 483). The IJ summarily denied the sub-

poena request (CAR286) and the panel majority ignored it. That was an

independent violation of Angov’s statutory confrontation rights (see

Malave v. Holder, 610 F.3d 483, 487 (7th Cir. 2010)) and supplies an

additional basis for granting relief (see Oliva-Ramos v. Attorney General,

694 F.3d 259, 273-274 (3d Cir. 2012)).

II. ANGOV’S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS WERE VIOLATED

Prior to the decision in this case, it had been settled in this Circuit

that there is a “due process ‘floor’ for the treatment of aliens subject to

§ 1225(b),” like Angov, and that “§ 1225(b) is [therefore] susceptible to a

saving construction to avoid constitutional concerns.” Rodriguez v.

Robbins, 715 F.3d 1127, 1142 (9th Cir. 2013) (citing Nadarajah v.
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Gonzales, 442 F.3d 1069 (9th Cir. 2006)). That precedent strongly suggests

that our interpretation of the two statutory provisions at issue here—an

interpretation that avoids constitutional concerns—is the better one. En

banc review is necessary not only because the panel reached a constitu-

tional question it should not have addressed, but also because it decided

that question wrongly.

A. Paroled asylum-seekers like Angov are protected by the
Due Process Clause

In holding that Angov’s due process rights were not violated here,

the majority began by observing that aliens like Angov, paroled into the

United States to seek asylum, lack constitutional protection because they

are here “physically, not legally.” Slip op. 18. In the majority’s view, “the

applicable statutes and regulations” alone “define[] the process an asylum

seeker like Angov is due.” Slip op. 19, 21.

That conclusion is at odds with a recent, categorical declaration by

the en banc Court that “every individual in removal proceedings is entitled

to a full and fair hearing” guaranteed by “due process.” Oshodi v. Holder,

729 F.3d 883, 889 (9th Cir. 2013) (emphasis added). It also conflicts with

Cinapian v. Holder, 567 F.3d 1067 (9th Cir. 2009), where the petitioner—a

paroled asylum-seeker like Angov—was held to enjoy, not just a statutory

right to a hearing, but a constitutional entitlement to “a full and fair
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hearing” protected by “the Due Process Clause.” Id. at 1073-1074. The

panel’s contrary rule cannot be squared with those clear holdings.

Even if that were not so, the line the majority draws between

“physically” and “legally” present individuals is not one that makes any

difference here. Noncitizens, like Angov, who are deemed to have “a

credible fear of persecution” are guaranteed “further consideration of

[their] application[s] for asylum” by statute. 8 U.S.C. §1225(b)(1)(B)(ii).

That entitlement creates a constitutionally protected liberty interest in

two respects.

First, when Congress guarantees consideration of a claim, the Cons-

titution requires that it be fair consideration. The right conferred by

Section 1225(b)(1)(B)(ii) would be meaningless if IJs may deny relief to

paroled asylum-seekers based on whim rather than reliable evidence.

Thus, when noncitizens are “found by the governmental officials to have a

credible fear of persecution,” their “status is changed,” and they become

“entitled to due process.” Haitian Ctrs. Council v. McNary, 969 F.2d 1326,

1345 (2d Cir. 1992), vacated as moot, 509 U.S. 918 (1993).

Second, both statute and treaty forbid repatriation to a country

where a noncitizen’s life or freedom would be threatened. See 8 U.S.C.

§1231(b)(3)(A); Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, 19 U.S.T. 6223,

art. 33(1) (1968). Once the government initially determines that a non-
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citizen has a credible fear of persecution, those laws confer a “protectable

interest” in not being returned arbitrarily. Yiu Sing Chun v. Sava, 708

F.2d 869, 877 (2d Cir. 1983). Thus, other “[c]ourts have recognized that

[paroled] aliens seeking asylum are entitled to some due process protec-

tion.” Marincas v. Lewis, 92 F.3d 195, 203 & n.8 (3d Cir. 1996).

B. Denying asylum based solely on unreliable evidence
violates a noncitizen’s due process rights

Concluding that Angov is protected by the Due Process Clause

requires the Court to determine what process is due. That inquiry turns on

(1) the interests of the individual, together with “the probable value” of

“additional ... safeguards,” weighed against (2) the “administrative burden

and other societal costs” of requiring those safeguards. Mathews v.

Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 333-335 (1976).

But, first, a point of clarification: Through most of its analysis, the

majority focuses on the admissibility of the Bunton letter, observing the

“mere admission of evidence” generally does not “violate[] due process.”

Slip op. 15. That is a straw man. The question here is not whether the

Bunton letter is admissible; it is, instead, whether use of the letter to deny

an otherwise credible applicant relief violates due process. It does, for

many of the same reasons that reliance on the letter violates the

substantial-evidence requirement.
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1. On one side of the scale, individuals’ interests in fair asylum

proceedings are profound. For someone like Angov, who first arrived here

in 2002, removal is “a drastic measure” that “visits a great hardship,”

depriving him “of the right to stay and live and work” in the country that

has been his home for more than a decade. Lanza v. Ashcroft, 389 F.3d

917, 927 (9th Cir. 2004). That hardship is heightened in cases like this

one, where an individual’s “interest in avoiding torture or mistreatment by

a foreign nation is [a] ‘matter of serious concern.’” Kiyemba v. Obama, 561

F.3d 509, 518 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (Kavanaugh, J., concurring). In short, “[t]he

liberty interests involved in removal proceedings” against paroled asylum-

seekers “are of the highest order” (Lanza, 389 F.3d at 927) and “weigh

heavily” in Angov’s “favor” (Oshodi, 729 F.3d at 894).

And the value of the commonsense safeguards we advocate—prohi-

biting denials of relief based exclusively on anonymous hearsay evidence

and guaranteeing a meaningful opportunity for cross-examination—is

obvious. As we already have shown, with nothing to go on but anonymous

compound hearsay, it was “impossible for the immigration court to assess

the report’s probative value.” Id. at 891. Use of the Bunton letter alone,

without offering Angov a meaningful “opportunity to show that [its

conclusions were] untrue,” was especially problematic because, as is often

the case, “the evidence consist[ed] of the testimony” of witnesses who
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themselves may have been “motivated by ... intolerance [and] prejudice.”

Greene v. McElroy, 360 U.S. 474, 496 (1959). Nonetheless, the Bunton

letter was the sole basis for dashing Angov’s hope of asylum in this

country.

Ensuring that there are basic “[procedural] checks on arbitrary

government action” (Lanza, 389 F.3d at 928) is critical in the context of

asylum proceedings, not only because the stakes are so high for those

fleeing persecution, but because the immigration adjudication system is so

flawed. The BIA is reversed in this Court in 17.5% of the cases in which its

determinations are appealed (http://perma.cc/8AGP-E5JB (page 5)), nearly

five times the 3.6% aggregate reversal rate in all other civil appeals

(http://perma.cc/Y3MC-YZH9 (page 3)). Asylum-seekers thus have a

weighty interest in faithful adherence to basic evidentiary rules that

reduce the risk of error and protect against arbitrary denials of relief.

2. On the other side of the scale, the administrative burden of the

rule adopted by five other circuits is slight. That rule simply requires that

consular reports furnish basic details that allow asylum-seekers a reason-

able opportunity to investigate and rebut a report’s conclusions. Again,

that is what the government’s own policies already require.

The panel nevertheless worried that precluding IJs from relying

exclusively on uncorroborated, anonymous, double-hearsay evidence to
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deny asylum to otherwise deserving individuals would “hobble[] the

government’s ability to detect and combat fraud.” Slip op. 35. That is

demonstrably wrong: In the years over which five other circuits have

adopted the rule we advocate, the number of individuals receiving asylum

has fallen by over 13%. See http://perma.cc/ZLW3-KEKH (table 16).

Although that is a national figure, those circuits handle about one third of

the Nation’s asylum cases. See http://perma.cc/9USJ-MFT9 (table 2).

And there is no reason to think that our rule will render asylum

proceedings “ponderous, time-consuming and expensive” (slip op. 28),

either. Similar data show that IJs—including those in the Second, Third,

Fourth, Sixth, and Eighth Circuits—have been processing asylum applica-

tions at a speedy clip, disposing of more applications in 2012 than were

filed that year. See http://perma.cc/5XBJ-EU9B (table 7).

Nor is there any indication that, if forced to conform consular reports

with basic standards of reliability, “the State Department may stop

writing them.” Slip op. 29. On the contrary, the government is having little

trouble in other circuits providing “[t]he level of detail” necessary to “lay[]

a proper foundation for [the] conclusion[s]” it reports in consular letters,

allowing IJs to determine whether the underlying investigations were

“conducted in a reliable manner.” Shah v. BIA, 314 F. App’x 326, 327 (2d

Cir. 2008). See also, e.g., Huang v. Holder, 493 F. App’x 220, 222 (2d Cir.
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2012) (report included “the identity and qualifications of the investigator”

and “the methods the investigator used”); Huang v. Attorney General, 376

F. App’x 253, 256 (3d Cir. 2010) (non-hearsay report); Karim v. Holder,

596 F.3d 893, 897-898 (8th Cir. 2010) (corroborating evidence).

In sum, an asylum-seeker’s interest in fair decision-making based on

reliable evidence far outstrips its modest and reasonable costs.

CONCLUSION

The Court should rehear the case en banc and grant Angov’s petition

for review.
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kdormt_ion, ove_.._ officers should ioclude, at s miuimu_

(i) th=appl_:ant'sname;
(ii) _ epl_c.ant's A-n_ber;
(iii) . _ anduldress of therequiting officer (eitherINS or Enid);
(iv) _mne of respondingofl-_.-ersod zide: and
(v). eat invcstiga_vc report _ outlim_:_ir. number (9) below.

. , . . .

(9) The extent of the inve_._dgativ¢ rcpO_ is _ic, a._If it is to ¢ffec,tivr,iy _nvcy
i_formation to t_ Mj_l_g official,be it an _ylum O_ce_ or an immigration j_lg_.

_:oosedmgs before m imm_gratiou judge, for example, _ quality of th_ Investigative
repartcan determineth=relsoWsm:l_bility atevidenceand,Lfadmitted.Ow.we48h_
_he immi_'adonjudge will _c_ to it. A .re, ore tl_ is.simp_y.a shor_ smr.eme_c ¢b.atan
iuv._dga_r h_; de_rrmned _n app_ tO be gmuduleT_t.is of little l>el_efiL I/lS_azl,

'reports should lay a p_pcr fou_adon for ks conclusion by n_fi_ those f_al ¢teps
ttkcn by z_ investigator d_¢aused _ investigator to reach his or h¢_ conclusion. In
ad_tion,the_nclusion oftheinvestigate" shouldbe s_ed h_neutraland unbia,_ed

language- In [he case of a fraudulca_ do,'ument, z comprehensive _d, then,.fote,
effr._iv_ _tpOH will ]t,_d the _judica1_ down the path taken by the investigator, and
hopcf_flly help [he adjudicator n:a_h _he .came con_[ugion. S_¢h _ :_or_ must contain, az

• a mi_mum:

(i). _e ntn_ and tide of theinv_dgatur;
(ii) a sta_'_ent _at the investigator is fluent in the relevant langusge(s) or thet •

hc or s_ used a u"msl_o_ who is fluent in the _lcvmt lau_agcs(s);
Off) any othersm_'_mts of the competcn_ of the ir_vr.stigrmr and the _r_'_sl_of

d_med appropriate undo" the circumstat_:es (tttc.h ag educe_ion, years at"
eapzdenca: in t_, flcl_, fal_llarity wlm the B_ogrtphic tcrr_r_ 6c=.);

(Iv) the specific'objective of _he inve_igatlnn:
(v) me location(s) of anyconwrsgiomer ochersearchesconducted:• • . . •

(vi)_.n_'ae(s)._dtitle(s).of _hepeoplespokentointhacourseofthe
.. . . . * • .

_inveSCigadon;

¢
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Lnited States Department of State

lYashiryton, D.C. 20520

Bureau of Democracv,
Human Rights and t abor

April 21. 2OO4

Megan Schirn, ACC
office of Chief Counsel, U.S. DHS
60G South Olive St.reet, 8.h Floor
Los Angel.es, CA 90 014

RE: Request for Verification of Documents and. Addressees
NA-I4E: Nikolay fvanov AnqovA# : 96-227 3Ss
COUNTRy: Bulgaria

Dear Ms. Schirn,

we are wrlcing in response Lo your reguest for comment.s reo:r.rih^the above applicant. These coirments are rntend.ed for use i;t"."nconjunction with the Deparcment of Stare,s Country Reports onHuman Rights practices, which are avai]abLe 
"b ,.;.;;;;;.;"l',.

?,.. iThe u s: Efnbassy-of f i-cial ,."p"""iUi" to, tf.,"-i,.r.,r.;;i;;;i:; ,",\]/ i iyir. of rhe confidenrialiry provisions of U-S. asylum law and",.'/ I 
did nor reveal or irnply the eiistence ot an .=yf ,_r., _ppf il.aro. o'i the parE of Ehe applicint
On March g, 2003, you requested. auLhentlcat.icn of the documents
l:*]:9 'subpoena rq_Caeg 2}o3o / zao2, and .subpoena re . caae1645r/2aa|'. lrfre rqlbassi' contacted an official in the Archr.veDepartmenr ut !I. TrETi.;;l ";;l:.-'aui he q u i s a c i on ; !, 

"r- 

rre 
- 
r wo 

-ffi ;";; . i""t Tir', _P_ ; "o.ffi , .,stated that the s.n polic-iois-tiicf iewer i"ssued the documentsand thar =n" o.r]:::l rhey were. forgeo. she sraLed rhat officersCaptain Donkov, Lieutenanl Slavkov, -rr.a 
fr.vesCigator Vutov havenever worked for the 5rb police Dist.rict. She also told t.heEmbassy that the case numbers on the subpoenas were not corrc.J.there lras no room 4 on the second floor and no room u o., arrfa"a,firsr floor, and-rhat the- telephon"-rrr.l*1u., 

"" lfr" 
""li""iu" "uraincorrect. The Embassy also "Lfii""J-u" j_mprinr of the 5rhpolj.ce Djst.rict's official =."f, *f,i"f, 1s much larger lhan theone on these two subpoenas.
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You additionally requested address werrficacron. The Em]cassylocated 3oo5 streeE sofia, Burgaria bur was unabr e 
-t:i;###-"

nurnber 9. The Embassy sEated that 3OO5 Street is very shorE withboth old houses and a- few newLy built blocks of flats. o"l; ;;"house had a number (#1) on its-wall (see AttachmenE A) TheEmbassy was noE able to locate 175 Evropa Boulevard. Sofia; -
Bulgaria. The Embassy stated t.ha: Ewroia Bou-Ieward is the mainthoroughfare Lo Serbia_and that #1?5 appears Eo be a h"g; 

";;;;space (See Attachment B) . Bot.h neighb-ihooo= are Located in theLjulin discrict which is one of the Largest and poorestresidential- dj-stricL-c in Sofj-a. The Emiassy estlmated thaLapproximaEely twenry Lo Lhlrty percenE of lJurin'" ,""iJu.is .."Roma .

I hope thaE this information will be useful to you.

hia Bunton
Dr-rector, Of f ice
Country Reports
Affairs

of
and Asylum
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United States Department of State

lfashingtn. D.e. 20520
rtyrs-statc.tov

June 6,2005
Attorney Megan Schirn
Assi staot Chief Counsel
Departmenr of Homeland Sccurity
26 Federal Plaa Room Il30
New York I.IY 10278

NAME: tlikolay lvanov Angov
COIJ|,[FRY: Bulgaria
ANI.JMBEK A96-227-355

Dear Ms. Schirn;

Thc Departrncart of state's Bureau.of Demoqacy, Human Rights and Labor,
Office of Counry Re,ports and Asylum Affairs (DRIJCRAI i,i consiaered rhe
Respondent counsel's re_qu_e9t 43La Departmeni of state employee testifu about thepreparation of th"@ dared 5/5/05, trf"rong Respondent,s
documenrs. while *e arJGbiE-lo mr* titi, r"quort, *r".*]ro*de you with the
fo I I o wi n g i n formati on re garding o Uf 35llrisgy-plgg ct1 =:

unda fedaal regulations g cFR 2og.l I and g cFR l20g.l l, the Department of
State is to receiv€ copies of all applications for asylum and may, at its d^iscrsrion,
comment on appiications to Dcparhent of Homeland security,-cltizenstrip ana-
Immigration Services (CIS) asylrrm officers or immigrationludges wbo are deciding the
cases. Additionally, asylum officers and immigrarioiluoges rnay request specific
comments from the Department of State regard,ing inOivtdua ca6es or rypes of claims
undcr considcration, or such other information as-they deem appropriate. a1ruruiuqrurt,
for information are designed to assist CIS asylrln ofdcers, Igi q.,,l attorneys, a'J--
immigration judges who wish to ask embassies .na ronriates rv,thout . Cl"s LrJinofficcr preseil to investigate the validity of docum.ntr 

",iJ 
ir"tual statements made insupport of applicarions for asylum.

DRUCRA is rcsponsibre for reviewing these applications and, provid.ing theDepartmeff's comrltertts- DRUCRA receiveian application or request for infonnadon,contacts the rel evant p o st' and' 
_Bs 

edguhgig-sr${ o 13q _llvesti gati o:q c o mp o s es t hecommeDt or response ro the DHs officer or immigratigl:"as". Er."*e "fthri;;;volume of requcsts for informarion, thc.D+a.rrrg;1r_sf SLf_eimpfoys foreign service

ffi {p^QNs"}ateoe-eosrs-ro-otuctfo.a3;;aifi;;;l.FsNinvestigators'''ay
be used to inquire about documrntt subrooned or clarms ri.a. i" rup"i#;=#ri;
application, provided they are noleiven inforrnation ',,hieh urnrrr,r r--r rL^- .- L -r j - ._r:r'*-* 'll:.ts:-j4v!5rr/qr rnlatrtauon Wbrcrh woud lead tLela !.O beliiYe
ryt$I111ti@-p+ae! col,!_g-!qqfyr! ;"

P.A2
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confidentiality of asylum applications is always a considerafion in processing rque$s for
investigations.

Prusuant to Departnreat of State policy, DRUCRA generally does not provide
additional information_or follow-up inquirics to DHS officers or irnrnigrationluages
rcgarding the rcsults of an investigation Such additional demands are-f'rtherb,ulens on
Consular officers in the performanco of theirrcgular responsibilities and are particuJarly
onerous for FSNs who may be subject to local teprisal. .4s notcd above, tbese
investigations arc conducted for thc beuefit of DHS offcers and immigation judges to
aid them in tbe adjudication process.

- Wc hope this information is of use to yolr. Please review the 2004 Cognbry
Reports on Human Rights practices for Bulgaria for additional information.

Sincerely,

7+.:L._.-.-
Nadia Tongour d
Direc'tiorU Counbry Reports
and Asylum Afhirs

TOTAL P,A3
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